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INTRODUCTION
The Alaska Power Authority plans to construct a hydroelectric facility on the southern Kenai Peninsula, Alaska. The project involves damming Bradley Lake, which is located in the Kenai Mountains at an elevation of 1,090 feet, and feeding the water through a tunnel to a power plant at sea level. In this region of tectonic interaction between the Pacific and North American plates (Figure 1 ), the potential for strong earthquakes needs to be addressed so that the hazards they pose can be minimized. The most serious effect of earthquakes on man-made structures is structural damage from strong shaking. Other potentially damaging aspects of earthquakes include surface faulting as well as shaking-induced effects such as liquefaction, landslides, differential settling, and seiches.
A project to investigate the problem of seismic hazards in the Bradley Lake region was initiated by the U.S. Geological Survey in November 1980 at the request of the Alaska District, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. This project entails collecting and analyzing earthquake data in the region of the proposed Bradley Lake Hydroelectric Project in order to develop a more detailed model for the tectonic framework. Particular emphasis is being placed on the distribution of shallow crustal earthquakes and their relationship to mapped or inferred faults. On November 15, 1982, the responsibility for funding the project was transferred to the Alaska Power Authority.
The purpose of this report is to summarize the work completed to date, including the operation of the seismic stations and a review of the seismic data collected through May 1983. Part of the data has been presented in two previous reports to the Corps of Engineers Stephens and others, 1982) . The data presented in this report generally conform to the distribution of earthquake hypocenters and magnitudes described in the earlier reports, but the greater quantity of high-quality data now available allows us to make more reliable estimates of such parameters as the depth to the Benioff zone beneath Bradley Lake and the location of areas that are currently experiencing high rates of shallow seismicity. 
SEISMOTECTONIC FRAMEWORK
The Bradley Lake region is located in the zone of tectonic interaction Detween the North American plate and the relatively northwestward-moving Pacific plate (Figure 1 ). The average rate of convergence near the southern Kenai Peninsula over the past 3 m.y. is 6.5 cm/yr (Minster and Jordan, 1978) . Direct evidence for continued convergent motion comes from the occurrence of recent large earthquakes along portions of the Pacific -North American plate boundary adjacent to the Gulf of Alaska. For example, the 1964 Alaska earthquake resulted from dip-slip motion of about 12 m (Hastie and Savage, 1970) on the portion of the Aleutian megathrust extending from Prince William Sounu to southern Kodiak Island and dipping northwestward beneath the continent.
The seismicity associated with the processes of convergent plate motion in Alaska generally may be divided into five spatially distinct groups:
1. Earthquakes which occur on the gently dipping Aleutian megathrust (the the interface zone between the Pacific and North American plates); 2. Earthquakes which occur in the wedge of crust above the active megathrust zone; 3. Earthquakes that occur within the subducted Pacific plate beneath Alaska (Benioff zone events); 4. Earthquakes within the Pacific plate seaward of the Aleutian megathrust; 5. Shallow earthquakes near the active volcanoes.
The Braaley Lake region is most directly affected by the first three types of events.
INSTRUMENTATION
harthquakes are recorded by high-gain, high-frequency seismograghs of the USGS regional network (Figure 2 ). Details about the instrumentation can be founci in quarterly catalogs of earthquakes (for example, Fogleman and others, 1983) . The five stations of the Bradley Lake array (Figure 2 and Table 1) were installed in November 1980. Each station has a vertical-component geophone, and the central station BRLK also has two horizontal-component geophones oriented in north-south and east-west directions. An SMA-1 strong-motion instrument is also operated at the site of the BRLK station.
In June 1983 two new stations were installed between the stations BRSW and SLV in an area where activity was observed during the previous 2 1/2 years of recording. In order to operate these new stations, one of the horizontal components at the BRLK site was discontinued.
DATA PROCESSING
The data recorded by USGS regional seismograph stations in the Bradley Lake region are mailed weekly from Palmer, Alaska, to Menlo Park, California, where they are processed using the following multi-step routine:
1. Scanning: Seismograms with a scale of 15 mm/min for two of the Bradley Lake stations, usually BRLK and BRSW, are scanned to identify and note times of seismic events within the Bradley Lake network and the surrounding area. The events noted are found on the Develocorder film (scale 10 mm/sec) and any event with a P-to S-phase time interval (S-P time) of less than or equal to 6 seconds at one of the Bradley Lake stations is noted for subsequent timing. The upper limit of the S-P timing criterion has varied with time during the project from 10 sec beginning in November 1980, to 12 sec in February 1981, and then to the Map of the study area in the Bradley Lake region. All seismic stations are operated by the U.S. Geological Survey with the exception of HOM (diamond) which is operated by the University of Alaska. Faults after Beikman (1980) and Plafker (1969) . Bradley Lake is indicated by small oval next to station BRLK near center of map. 3. Initial computer processing: The data read from the films are batch processed by computer using the program HYPOELLIPSE (Lahr, 1980) to determine the origin time, hypocenter, magnitude, and first-motion plot for each earthquake. Magnitudes are determined from either the coda duration or the maximum trace amplitude (see Fogleman and others, 1983 , for details). The magnitude preferentially assigned to each earthquake is that obtained from the coda duration. For shallow earthquakes, the current relationship for computing magnitudes from coda durations results in estimates that are systematically low compared to body-wave magnitudes (m^) reported by the National Earthquake Information Service (NEIS) and local magnitudes (m|_) reported by the Alaska Tsumani Warning Center (ATWC). Along the northern Gulf of Alaska, the coda-duration magnitudes for shallow earthquakes are generally smaller than m^ by about 1/3 unit at coda magnitude 3 to as much as about 1 unit at coda magnitude 4 (Lahr and others, 1983 ). This problem is being studied in order to develop a more reliable method of estimating magnitudes from coda duration.
ANALYSIS OF QUALITY
Two types of errors enter into the determination of hypocenters: systematic errors limiting the accuracy and random errors limiting the precision. Systematic errors arise principally from incorrect modeling of the seismic velocity structure of the earth. Random errors result from effects such as random timing errors, and their effect on each earthquake is estimated by standard statistical techniques.
Systematic errors can be greatly reduced by close spacing of seismographic stations within the area of interest, as the hypocentral solution in this situation is much less sensitive to the velocity model assumed for the earth. For this reason, the earthquakes located in the Bradley Lake region since the installation of the additional five stations in late 1980 are expected to have smaller systematic offsets than those located earlier with the less dense regional network.
For each earthquake the lengths and orientations of the principal axes of the joint confidence ellipsoid are calculated. One is 68 percent confident that the hypocenter lies within the one-standard-deviation confidence ellipsoid, assuming that the only source of error is the estimated random reading error. The size and orientation of the ellipsoid is a function of the station geometry. For earthquakes within the network, the lengths of the ellipsoid axes are generally on the order of 2 to 3 km.
To fully evalutate the quality of a hypocenter, both the size and orientation of the confidence ellipsoid, the root-mean-square (RMS) residual for the solution, and the station geometry must be considered. RESULTS The epicenters for 1662 earthquakes that occurred between November 27, 1980, and May 31, 1983 , and were located near the southern Kenai Peninsula are shown in Figure 3 . Most of these events occurred within the northwestwarddipping Benioff zone that underlies the southern Kenai Peninsula and Cook Inlet (Figure 4) . The largest earthquake that occurred during this time period was an event of coda-duration magnitude 4.8 (5.1 m^} which was located at a depth of 118 km in the northwest part of the study area near Iliamria volcano. Ninety-one earthquakes had coda-duration magnitudes of 3 or larger (Table 2 and Figure 5 ), but all of these events had computed focal depths of 48 km or greater which would place them in the Benioff zone. Twelve of the largest earthquakes were reported in the Preliminary Determination of Epicenters of the USGS National Earthquake Information Service as being felt with maximum intensities ranging from about II to IV (Table 2 and Appendix) in the Kenai-Anchorage area.
Other features of the seismicity that were noted in earlier reports and which can be observed in the data presented here are that the Benioff zone activity dies out near Bradley Lake (near 140 km along the section in Figure  4 ), that the shallow crustal activity is concentrated east of Cook Inlet, and that few events were located along tne Aleutian megathrust.
Benioff zone earthquakes generally occur within a subducted plate near its upper surface. At shallow depths the upper limit of the Benioff zone activity will be near and possibly coincide with the zone of thrust contact between the plates. Hypocenters of well-recorded earthquakes that occurred beneath bradley Lake (Figure 4 ) indicate that the maximum depth to the top of the Benioff zone is 37 +_ 5 km based on the abrupt increase in the activity at this depth. This depth might change slightly if a different crustal velocity model were used. The seismic zone appears to dip at about 10° in a west-northwest direction.
A few well-recorded earthquakes of magnitude less than 2 have been located beneath Bradley Lake between the Benioff zone activity at 37 km and the shallow crustal activity of the upper 20 km ( Figure 6 ). No reliable focal mechanisms could be obtained for these events, and too few events have been located to define spatial features. Thus, this activity may indicate that faulting extends down into the lower crust, or alternatively, a zone of megathrust interaction between the two converging plates may extend above the Benioff zone and involve a complex zone of splay faulting. Further work is needed to refine the velocity model in this area and thus improve the accuracy of the hypocenters and their locations relative to the crustal and Benioff zone activity. Additonal data from continued monitoring will contribute to resolving the nature of this activity.
PATTERN OF SHALLOW EARTHQUAKES
Shallow (depth less than 20 km) earthquakes (Figures 7 and 8 and Table 3 ) confirm the presence of active faults within the crust. In the available data from 2 1/2 years of recording, 207 shallow earthquakes were located in the study area around the southern Kenai Peninsula. Earthquakes as small as coda-magnitude 0.2 that occur near the Bradley Lake array are routinely ORIGIN TIME: UNIVERSAL TIME (UT). TO CONVERT TO ALASKA STANDARD TIME SUBTRACT 10 HRS. Figure 2 . The open symbols for CNP and SDE indicate that these stations were not operating during this period.
MAG: CODA-DURATION MAGNITUDE MB: BODY WAVE MAGNITUDE NP: NUMBER OF P-WAVE ARRIVALS USED IN DETERMINING THE HYPOCENTER NS: NUMBER OF S-WAVE ARRIVALS USED IN DETERMINING THE HYPOCENTER GAP: LARGEST AZIMUTHAL SEPARATION IN DEGREES BETWEEN STATIONS D3: DISTANCE IN KILOMETERS TO THE THIRD CLOSEST STATION RMS: ROOT-MEAN-SQUARE IN SECONDS OF THE TRAVELTIME RESIDUALS ERH: LARGEST HORIZONTAL DEVIATION FROM THE HYPOCENTER WITHIN THE ONE-STANDARD-OEVIATION CONFIDENCE ELLIPSOID. THIS QUANTITY IS A MEASURE OF THE EPICENTRAL PRECISION. ERZ: LARGEST HORIZONTAL DEVIATION FROM THE HYPOCENTER WITHIN THE ONE-STANDARD-DEVIATION CONFIDENCE ELLIPSOID. THIS QUANTITY IS A MEASURE OF THE DEPTH PRECISION. Q: QUALITY OF THE HYPOCENTER. THIS INDEX IS A MEASURE OF THE PRECISION OF THE HYPOCENTER AND IS DETERMINED FROM ERH AND ERZ AS FOLLOWS
POOR DETEMINATIONS OF THE PARAMETERS MAY RESULT FROM RANDOM ERRORS PRESENT IN THE PHASE DATA, OR FROM SYSTEMATIC ERRORS INTRODUCED EITHER BY THE VELOCITY MODELS USED OR BY THE RELATIVE POSITIONS OF THE TRUE HYPOCENTER AND THE STATIONS USED IN THE SOLUTION. ONE SHOULD BE PARTICULARLY CAUTIOUS USING SOLUTIONS THAT HAVE GAP > 180 DEC, NP < 5, NS «= 0, D3 > 75 KM, RMS > 0.75 SEC. ERH > 5 KM, OR ERZ > 5 KM. SOLUTIONS WITH A AND B QUALITY ARE GENERALLY MORE RELIABLE, BUT THIS DOES NOT GUARANTEE THAT THE ACCURACY OF THESE SOLUTIONS IS WITHIN THE LIMITS IMPLIED BY ERH AND ERZ. FELT REPORTS ARE TAKEN FROM THE PRELIMINARY DETERMINATION OF EPICENTERS OF THE USGS NATIONAL EARTHQUAKE INFORMATION SERVICE (NEIS). A COPY OF THE INTENSITY SCALE CURRENTLY IN USE BY
O o<ouco QUUCOU ca<ueau acacamo ooco« <j«ca ca «<oau < ca ca ca ca <cao« <ca<cao co«caoa o ca« t isi Z iDinencsi^ ior~CQr~in kocomcoco loco CD ^ * eo ca eo (si^ca^m csicnenco** iDcncsicoco -^cocs!** iniAcoio eaesi«»^co min eat _i w <_> fM-^yj^r^ cn6icnr*.r^ * CD < ^ m tn ^ ^t« a) JDJTIU ujmcsiin^ csi >^ CA ID U) fi^tfwm^ coco^^^* X Z OM-*. a> «-> fc* (MBttnt^cn rvr^rvvotn * CM u) ^ r*. uj tn cr> co r\i co ra ^t fst r*. cn^t^uir^ t^^a>inr>. tflcn&)Q)t9 tn u) ID en ^ co er» < ^ ro^t n. X u>iD*iro«^ tuttn~*r*)N* cnt^cn&icn ui u» in a) in _iuj (_> _)^unr\i^ corarsi CM co ID « CM ^U) cnc*)&.fsjiD co < in en u) Sj CM *_-< u> co tn in » tn m ^ m r^. csi en CM -* -* _)6.a>rMro tnr\ir*imm < (/) a) en co co « onrx m oo < ID ^ en ^ CM n ^t oocn CM ^-t en -^ r*. ra com tn r». « co en tsi r^ &^ cnin oo oo a) tn co en in oo co co * co CM * n co r*. e XI co co oo in co co ^-t co < -«csi « CM ^-i ^-i CM ro CM n in-^coin 1 * ro^r->in(M ^ ^ co CM « <-tntn^-> com v> zz cnm icncn co U) r^. a) o> tn en ten r-. t_i < r*. r*. m « in a) r^. co int^mcMt^ »r* < co co on in co r*. -^ citorsinrM oo oo * ^t en tn co ^ ^t c located, but the magnitude threshold increases away from the array due to the criteria used in selecting events for processing and to the increased station separation. The largest shallow event that occurred within the area of Figure  8 during this time had a magnitude of 2.6. The largest shallow event within 25 km of the central station BRLK near Bradley Lake had a magnitude of 2.1, as compared to a magnitude of 2.7 for the largest event in the Benioff zone within the same epicentral distance. Within 25 km of the station BRLK, the rate of shallow activity has been between 15 and 25 times lower than the rate of Benioff zone activity. Along the Kenai Peninsula the rate of shallow activity larger than magnitude 1 remained relatively uniform (Figure 9) . Most of the shallow activity occurred beneath the Kenai Peninsula southeast of the Border Ranges fault. There is no strong correlation of earthquakes with the traces of mapped faults, but the earthquakes do tend to cluster spatially. In the recent period from December 1981 to May 1983, concentrations of activity occurred in areas that had been relatively active during the previous year. These concentrations include one on the southern Kenai Peninsula about 20 km south of the station SLV, one straddling the Seldovia Bay fault southeast of Kachemak Bay between the stations SLV and BRSto, one about 25 km northeast of the station BRNE, and one close to the Kenai lineament near the station SWD (Figure 7 ). Areas that apparently were less active during the recent time period as compared to the earlier one include one about 7 km southeast of the station BRSW and two others near BRNE, one about 10 to the west and one about 7 km to the south.
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FOCAL MECHANISMS
Focal mechanisms have been determined for eight shallow (depth less than 20 km) events that occured beneath the southern Kenai peninsula since the Bradley Lake network was installed (Stephens and others, 1982) . For many of the events the coverage of the focal sphere is poor, but five events near the Bradley Lake network have mechanisms that are reasonably consistent and compatable with normal faulting. The orientations of the tension axes for these events range from east-west to southeast-northwest. This orientation of stress is contrary to what might be expected in a region of northwest-directed plate convergence and is contrary to geologic evidence. However, theoretical studies (for example, Melosh and Fleitout, 1982; Bischke, 1974) suggest that portions of the overriding plate adjacent to a subduction zone may be in tension during the early part of the seismic cycle following a large earthquake (in this case, the 1964 earthquake), and that these zones change to compression prior to the next large earthquake.
STRONG MOTION RECORD
The SMA-1 strong-motion instrument co-located at the site of the high-gain station BRLK was triggered by an earthquake that occurred between June 24, 1982 and June 26, 1983 . A preliminary estimate of 0.14 g was obtained for the maximum peak-to-peak horizontal acceleration on the record. At present, the event which caused the trigger is uncertain. In normal operation, an event which causes the strong-motion recorder to trigger can be identified by observing a distinct signal from the strong-motion instrument that is superimposed on the trace of the high-gain instrument. To date, the seismograms of fourteen candidate events of coda magnitude 2.5 and larger have been checked and no signal that would indicate a trigger of the strong-motion recorder was found. Four other events in this magnitude range occurred at times when the BRLK station was not operating or when the seismic signal was not recorded, so there is no direct way to determine whether or not any of these events triggered the instrument. Another possibility is that the triggering mechanism which sends the signal to the high-gain instrument was not working properly. In this case, any of the eighteen events described above could have triggered the instrument. A visit to the site is planned for later this summer to check the operation of the trigger. The option of installing an internal clock in the strong-motion recorder should be considered to provide an independent method of identifying earthquakes which cause this instrument to trigger. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK The Bradley Lake seismic network has proved highly successful to date. High-quality hypocenter data are helping to improve our understanding of the tectonic processes active in the Bradley Lake region. The occurence of shallow earthquakes confirms the presence of active faults within the crust, but faults other than the presently mapped faults must be active to account for the distribution of shallow activity. Well-recorded earthquakes that occur beneath the Bradley Lake array indicate that the depth to the top of the Benioff zone is about 37 +_ 5 km. The few earthquakes that occur above the Benioff zone activity between depths of 20 and 35 km suggest that some faults within the upper crust may extend into the lower crust. Alternatively, the zone of megathrust interaction may be shallower than 35 km and involve a complex zone of splay faulting. During the past 2 1/2 years the rate of activity within the crust near Bradley Lake has been about 15 to 25 times lower than in the underlying Benioff zone.
Continued monitoring of the shallow activity near Bradley Lake is essential to help clarify the nature of the crustal activity that occurs throughout the southern Kenai Peninsula. The most critical information will come from the operation of new stations such as CNP and SDE. New stations should be close to seismically active areas because of the improved hypocenter accuracy for resolving the relationship of earthquakes to mapped fault traces. In addition, the P-wave first motions recorded at nearby stations (at distances on the order of a focal depth) constrain focal mechanisms of dip-slip events such as those along the southern Kenai Peninsula. Nearby recordings of P-wave first-motions are particularly useful when the local velocity structure is not well known, as is the case for the southern Kenai Peninsula. Further work is planned to improve this velocity model. For example, travel times recorded along the Kenai Peninsula from well-timed blasts along the Seward Highway north of Turnagain Arm during 1982 will help to constrain the velocity stucture. The refined velocity model, improved station control, and application of relative relocation techniques will aid in resolving the relationship between the shallow crustal activity and the mapped faults. 
